Complete list of shortcut keystrokes for entering HTML tags

Here is a list of the shortcuts:

For container tags, first select some text if you want to place the text inside the container tag. Hold down Control and Shift, then press:

I for **Italic** (you will get `<I>my text</I>`)  
B for **Bold**  
U for **Underline**  
< to **decrease font size**  
> to **increase font size**  
A to enclose something in **single quotes**  
Q to enclose something in **double quotes**  
R or **[RETURN]** to insert a `<br />` tag  
H to insert a `<hr />` tag  
L to insert a **link**  
W to create a **link which pops up a new window** (you could use this to allow the user to go to a new Web page without losing their current position and asset values in the maze)  
K to create a **link which shows hidden content** (this technique is used in this tutorial)  
F to insert a full **font tag**  
E to insert an **embed** tag  
P or **G** to insert an **IMG SRC** tag  
**[Up arrow]** (or + on the NumPad) for **Superscript**  
**[Down arrow]** (or - on the NumPad) for **Subscript**  
**[Right arrow]** for a **blockquote tag**  
C to **center** text  
D to create a **JavaScript Alert** (a popup message -- you could use this for glossing a word)

Go! Choose another tutorial topic.